1957 willys truck

It was available as a pickup truck , a platform stake truck, a chassis cab , or a bare chassis. The
truck was restyled in with the addition of a V-shaped grille with five horizontal bars. Optional
accessories included an engine governor , a power takeoff , and a pulley drive. Over , of these
trucks were manufactured. The Jeep Truck was available with only one transmission, the
Borg-Warner T three-speed manual, with synchromeshed second and third gears. The heavy
duty Timken was used in the early years of production, later being replaced by the Dana The
front axle was a Dana From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. This article relies largely or
entirely on a single source. Relevant discussion may be found on the talk page. Please help
improve this article by introducing citations to additional sources. Motor vehicle.
Willys-Overland Motors Kaiser-Jeep. This section does not cite any sources. Please help
improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources. Unsourced material may be
challenged and removed. January Learn how and when to remove this template message.
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Upload file. Download as PDF Printable version. Wikimedia Commons. Full-size pickup.
Goâ€”Devil standard Hurricane optional. Changes from 4T: V-shaped grille with five horizontal
bars Updated gauge cluster No side steps on the pickup version Four-wheel drive only from on.
Continental straight-six engine. Wikimedia Commons has media related to Willys Jeep Truck.
AM General. Compact SUV. Jeepster VJ. Jeepster Commando. Willys Jeep Station Wagon.
Cherokee SJ. Compact pickup. Willys Jeep Truck. Gladiator SJ. Forward Control. Welcome,
visitor! I have a OHC straight six tornado engine made by Kaiser it has miles and is broke in
from the machine shop. Willys Truck - Pickup Dinkard February 17, Willys Truck â€” Body solid
and good shape for the year, some good old fashion bondo. Many parts still good. Both are all
original. Lots of original new parts: tail gate, spare engine, spare transmission, split transfer
case, clutches, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup Dmac February 11, Willys truck, good running chevy
rebuilt inline 6, orig, trans and drive train, home built bed, drive as is or restore, lots of new
parts, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup 59kirk February 11, Willys Truck - Pickup Melinda January 30,
This Willys Truck with its professionally rebuilt engine has been completely restored and is in
excellent running condition. The original chassis has been cleaned, [â€¦]. Willys Truck - Pickup
Matt January 19, One of a kind RestoMod; classic appeal with modern technology Bullet-Proof
suspension and drivetrain, incredible ground clearance and traction Guaranteed to turn heads,
instant classic, [â€¦]. All original parts including Door handles, trim, wipers, horn, seats, cables,
motor, trans, rims, ETC. Salvage Yard Owner Estate [â€¦]. We will cover the first miles of
shipping and can even [â€¦]. Refine Results State. Need Vintage Willys Parts? Visit our sister
site, About Willys Jeeps. This site uses cookies: Find out more. Okay, thanks. In restoration
stage. Jeep has been restored to primer stage. Seats have new original color upholstery. Engine
needs to be installed, I have all parts. Jeep ram great prior to restoration project. Have
windshield, needs [â€¦]. I am selling my Jeep Willys Wagon. All original. This is the perfect
project for someone to finish. The frame is in great condition. The [â€¦]. Please share widely and
have interested collectors contact me directly. The truck is in Kamloops. BC, Canada This jeep
is in excellent original condition [â€¦]. Willys Jeep overlander station wagon Has a Ford V8
spring over lift. New clutch swapped out working transmission. New balanced drive shaft New
break cylinders front rear and [â€¦]. Rolling Complete Jeep Read well No title, no vin, no tags I
was informed by previous owner of the year Jeep is complete with engine and trans But i never
checked shape or status of [â€¦]. Solid jeep, lots of new parts, just added power steering, new
wiring, new brake master, new hydraulic clutch, new swing pedals, new tail lights, corner
guards, seats bucket front, bench rear. New tires, 4 wheel drive. Has been used as a farm
vehicle since Body is beat up but all running gear works well. Price is firm. I am the 3rd owner,
technically 2nd, as the 2nd owner only possessed it for a short period of time. The engine was
rebuilt, new wiring to engine and cab, lights not complete, includes some other misc parts.
Body is pretty fair, I am the second actual owner, a third guy [â€¦]. Recent Ads. Home Arizona.
Great body, no rust. Southern truck. Engine runs very strong. While just about every car geek is
familiar with classic pickups like the '40 Ford, Series 1 and 2 Chevys, and perhaps even more
unique 4x4s by Marmon-Herrington mostly for Ford and Napco mostly for Chevy and GMC ,
chances are many are unaware of the niche orphans and forgotten variants on this list. I feel no
guilt about this mission. Go get one! Studebaker made commercial vehicles starting in up
through Consider this the forefather of the Ranchero and other car-based pickups that came on
the scene some 20 years later. The Express initially saw limited sales compared to the cheaper

Ford and Chevy models of the era priced some 15 percent higher than the average , with about
total examples built in South Bend, Indiana units and in Vernon, California units. There were
even a few "woodie wagon" versions offered in the earliest days of production. Neat trivia: The
front and rear fenders are interchangeable! However, most people do not know about this odd
little truck. There were also sedan, station wagon, and coupe versions the coupe was favored by
hot-rodders forever , but the pickup is noteworthy for its simplicity and proportions. The cab is
quite small, and there were virtually no options or frills, including ornamental trim details. The
Willys mission hereâ€”other than simply to try and stay in business after their latest bankruptcy
and reorganizationâ€”was to deliver a low-cost vehicle. In , Willys added a vertical chrome detail
to the grille design. The model is the most popular, but my pick would be a ' There's a good
chance many of you have seen this one by now since Jeep has teased modern versions as part
of its brilliant Easter Safari Concepts , but it still deserves to go on this list. Just look at it. The
FC Forward Control took inspiration from larger cab-forward trucks to imply brute utility, and it
was predominately marketed to municipalities and commercial clients. The FC had an
unmatched approach angle and proved to be quite capable. Neat trivia: Folklore was that they
could float. The earliest Hudson trucks were used by the dealerships and sometimes as local
fire trucks and ambulances as early as Most were built by second parties or the dealers
themselves. The first in-house pickup came in Hudson made its biggest commitment to
commercial vehicles and pickups in with three wheelbases and several trim levels on offer. The
earlier Terraplane pickup is neat in its own right, but it still kind of looked like an adapted coupe.
They are commonly referred to as a "Big Boy," but that name was officially designated for the
three-quarter ton version and excluded the half-ton. The Big Boy is virtually the size of a
modern pickup, with a inch wheelbase and a huge bed measuring 4'9" x 7'9". Hudson made a
smart move when contemplating this design. The styling was not the only benefit gained from
using the passenger-car design. Mechanically, these trucks were quite advanced, with a big
straight-six, column-shift manual when almost every other truck was still on the floor ,
independent front suspension with sway bar, and other quality details. Neat trivia: Perhaps the
graceful design details on this truck could be due to the female perspective. Back then, Dodge
had a special division called the Special Equipment Group, which was generally tasked with
configuring the commercial vehicles to the specific needs of fleet buyers. They started with a
standard long-bed custom cab, grafted on rear quarter panels and a back bumper from the
two-door station wagon, and then hung on every shiny trim piece they could get their hands on.
Most units built were fully loaded, with a V8, automatic transmission, flashy two-tone paint, and
more. They were also built by hand, a costly endeavor. Only about were ever made, and they are
quite hard to find. Neat trivia: It's said that 90 percent of these were painted red and white. Here
we have the front-wheel-drive Matador. They were available as passenger or cargo vans and
pickups. Despite their measly hp motors sourced from Volkswagen, they were famous for their
ability to haul huge loads. Neat trivia: For some reason, these became a huge success in
Uruguay. The company had to get crafty. To address the immediate needs of post-war Germany,
all units produced that first year were pickups and sedan deliveries. While Americans do not
always think of Mercedes when discussing pickup trucks, the company has a deep and long
history of building quality utility vehicles. Pickup variants of Mercedes vehicles were offered up
until the late s. Classy hot rod project anyone? So keep it slow if you haul in one of these.
Betcha didn't know Nash had a pickup! Most were wreckers, and officially they were for export
only. Apparently that rule was not strictly enforced, because many of their dealers ended up
with them, using them as parts runners and tow trucks at the dealerships. Odder still, several
half-ton and three-quarter ton v
dd13 engine service manual
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ersions have been accounted for as well. There are also published media stories in about
Nash's intention to make pickups again. But after merging with Hudson in , all factory archival
information was lost. So despite my wealth of automotive historic knowledge and ample
research effort, this one remains a bit of a mystery. Neat trivia: I have seen a few of the larger
Haul Thrift versions come up for sale, and they are surprisingly cheap. That model, as well as
the smaller versions, had super-cool machine-turned gauge panels. Jonathan Ward is the
founder of Icon Customs and an avid car geek. Join Now. New Cars. Car Culture. Type keyword
s to search. Today's Top Stories. Building the Perfect Race-Car Driver. Jonathan Ward. This
content is created and maintained by a third party, and imported onto this page to help users
provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar
content at piano. Advertisement - Continue Reading Below. More From Design.

